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I had actually joined CV Raman the previous year. The tests which they conduct here
contains questions that makes us think and so will have the practice of facing such
questions when we write some tough exams. By joining CV Raman, I have gained a lot
of information and knowledge and it covers most of our school portions also. I
understood that without putting our best into anything, we will not be able to achieve
anything. I also understood a lot about JEE, the entrance exams which we will have to
write in order to enter into IIT and how people are striving for it. In CV Raman, not only
the book materials they are providing but also the extra books that are very useful.
Especially the AMTI books involves a lot of sums that increase our ability to think. I feel
very glad that I’ve joined here and that I am only a few steps behind from reaching my
dreams.

Dr. K.P. Salin (Parent), Principal Scientist,
Sugarcane Breeding Institute, CBE.

Saranya joined CV Raman when she was in seventh standard. The reason behind
admitting her at CV Raman was that the school was following “Samacheer Kalvi”
system which we felt was quite inadequate to face any national level admission tests
such as IIT’s, PMT etc, and other scholarship exams conducted by institutes /
organizations under central government. Coaching at CV Raman helps her to
understand the fundamentals in Maths / Science and problem solving which is
reflected in the marks she scores at the school. Moreover, an awareness has been made
on the students and parents about different competitive exams such as AMTI, NTSE,
KVPY, JSO etc, and how to prepare for these exams. Dedicated faculty and structured
study materials prepared with the help of experts in the subjects make the
preparations for these exams much easy. We feel happy that we could admit her at CV
Raman at a time when school education and competitive exams put lot of pressure on
the student as well as parents.

